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Where's the Pumpkin? Jul 27 2019 Follow Spook the cat across the farm on her Halloween adventure! Spook, the black cat, has
heard about pumpkins, but she isn’t sure what a pumpkin is. She sets out across the farmyard to try to find out. Each animal she meets
tells her something different about pumpkins. “A pumpkin is orange,” says the dog, so Spook finds an orange hen. “I’m not a
pumpkin!” clucks the hen. “A pumpkin is round.” Will Spook ever find out what a pumpkin really is?
The Pumpkin Patch Oct 10 2020 Unhappy with her choice of pumpkin from the pumpkin patch, Katie thinks it is too small until her
father shows her that the best things often come in small packages.
The Vanishing Pumpkin Aug 20 2021 A classic Halloween story about a pumpkin gone missing is certain to delight readers of all ages!
When a 700-year-old woman and an 800-year-old man want to make pumpkin pie on Halloween, they can’t find their pumpkin. “Our
pumpkin’s been snitched,” cries the woman. And off they go to find it. “A good bet for Halloween story hours.”—School Library
Journal “There can never be enough Halloween stories. This one is appealing, participatory, fast-paced and a delight in the
telling.”—Children’s Book Review Service
From Seed to Pumpkin Jan 25 2022 In the fall, pumpkins are everywhere: in the garden, in the supermarkets, and on doorsteps. But
do you know how they grow from a tiny yellow seed to a pumpkin? In this classic Level 1 Let's-Read-and-Find-Out picture book,
Wendy Pfeffer's lively text combines with James Graham Hale's beautiful watercolors to bring readers into the pumpkin patch to show
them how little seeds transform into big pumpkins. Now rebranded with a new cover look, this book includes a find out more section
with activities such as an experiment to show how plants use roots to drink water from the ground and a recipe for roasted pumpkin
seeds. Both text and artwork were vetted for accuracy by Barbara J. Bromley, Mercer County Horticulturist. This is a Level 1 Let'sRead-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores introductory concepts perfect for children in the primary grades and supports the
Common Core Learning Standards and Next Generation Science Standards. Let's-Read-and-Find-Out is the winner of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series.
The Pumpkin Book Nov 22 2021 "Narrator Polly Collier is very good. Her strong, clear voice makes her sound much like a teacher,
and I appreciated her explanation to young listeners that she would be reading the text portion of a picture book...It's a wonderful book,
full of interesting trivia..." - AudioFile
Pumpkin Island Sep 28 2019 How does a small town in Iowa deal with an abundance of pumpkins, just as Halloween approaches?
Duck & Goose Sep 01 2022 Honk and quack with these unlikely feathered friends as they explore the highs and lows of friendship!
Coming soon as an animated series, available to stream on Apple TV+! Meet Duck and Goose, two young birds who mistake a polkadot ball for an egg and have to master the art of cooperation—and sharing—to take care of it. But friendship is not always easy, as
proved in this funny, accessible story. Young readers will instantly recognize themselves in these adorable and eternally optimistic
characters. And this beautiful keepsake edition features extra content from the author on how to draw Duck & Goose. “Charming,
funny, simple, and surprising. . . . Hills is master of the light comic touch.”—The Boston Globe
Pumpkin Wishes Jan 01 2020 It was time for people to come and find a pumpkin to take home. Now that they were ripe, the pumpkins
awoke from their deep sleep. They began to share what they wanted to become now that they were ready to be picked. Each pumpkin
told the others in the patch what they would like to become after someone chose them. Each one had a different wish. Unique
illustrations support the telling of their story.
Pumpkin Moonshine Apr 03 2020 While visiting her grandparents' farm, Sylvie Ann finds a fine large pumpkin for Halloween but it
leads her a merry chase as it rolls faster and faster down the hill and into the barnyard.
This Is NOT a Pumpkin Jun 29 2022 Explains why an object that looks like a pumpkin and can be moved like a pumpkin is not a really
a pumpkin. On board pages.
Pumpkin Heads Jul 19 2021 Halloween is time to pick pumpkins and carve them into pumpkin heads--jack-o'-lanterns of every shape
and size! Award-winning author and artist Wendell Minor uses simple language and striking autumn settings to celebrate jack-o'lanterns in this reissue of a Halloween classic. The perfect holiday read aloud, Pumpkin Heads takes readers and trick-or-treaters from
the pumpkin patch for picking, all the way home for carving, and gets everyone in the Halloween spirit.
Big Pumpkin Mar 15 2021 A little bat uses brains over brawn in this not-so-scary Halloween picture book. The witch has grown the
biggest pumpkin ever, and now she wants to make herself a pumpkin pie for Halloween. But the pumpkin is so big she can't get it off
the vine. It’s so big the ghost can’t move it, either. Neither can the vampire, nor the mummy. It looks as if there’ll be no pumpkin pie
for Halloween, until along comes the bat with an idea to save the day. How can the tiny bat succeed where bigger and strong spooky
creatures have failed? You'll be surprised!
Where's the Pumpkin? a Spooky Search and Find Jun 05 2020 Help the spooky squad of Castle Gloombog find the missing

pumpkins! On the eve of Castle Gloombog's annual Halloween party, a spell goes horribly wrong and over a hundred pumpkins
vanish! Join the Harriet the Hairy (our spell-casting witch!), Tangle the Tiny(the biggest spider!), Liesel the Lumpy(our prideful
gargoyle!) and the rest of the squad as they trade their dingy dungeons for the city sights of our world, travelling through space and
time, in an effort to collect the pumpkins in time. Can you help the spooky squad find the pumpkins and save the party? There are over
a hundred pumpkins to find in total! From London to Tokyo, Where's the Pumpkin? is great for hours of global spooky fun The perfect
book for Halloween!
Seed, Sprout, Pumpkin, Pie Dec 24 2021 Discusses how pumpkins grow, the different varieties of pumpkins, and the many ways
people use them.
Spookley the Square Pumpkin Jul 07 2020 “I don’t have a family,” Spookley said with a moan. “I’m the only square pumpkin that has
ever grown.” Spookley the Square Pumpkin wishes he had a family and a place he belonged. He feels sad and alone, until he discovers
that no one family tree grows quite the same as another. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original
print book, features read-along narration.
Rotten Pumpkin Nov 10 2020 After a jack-o-lantern's night in the spotlight, it gets discarded in the garden, where different animals,
bugs, fungi, worms, slime molds, and microbes feed off of it and break it down into the soil, where its nutrients help a pumpkin seed
grow.
The Vanishing Pumpkin Jun 25 2019 A classic Halloween story about a pumpkin gone missing is certain to delight readers of all ages!
When a 700-year-old woman and an 800-year-old man want to make pumpkin pie on Halloween, they can’t find their pumpkin. “Our
pumpkin’s been snitched,” cries the woman. And off they go to find it. “A good bet for Halloween story hours.”—School Library
Journal “There can never be enough Halloween stories. This one is appealing, participatory, fast-paced and a delight in the
telling.”—Children’s Book Review Service
The Itsy Bitsy Pumpkin Sep 20 2021 This gently spooky twist on “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” makes a favorite nursery rhyme just perfect
for Halloween! The itsy bitsy pumpkin rolled down the spooky street. He passed a ghoulish ghost and some stinky goblin’s feet. A
little pumpkin is trying to find his way back home! And with a little help from a friendly witch, he is soon safe and sound, back on his
porch—where there are no spiders to be seen! Little ones will love this fresh fall spin on a classic nursery rhyme!
The Biggest Pumpkin Surprise Ever! Oct 29 2019 Invites readers to search for hidden pumpkins within the background scenes. On
board pages.
The Ugly Pumpkin Oct 22 2021 Perfect for the changing seasons, this wacky twist on The Ugly Duckling is a great read for
Halloween and Thanksgiving. The Ugly Pumpkin has waited all through October for someone to take him home, but no one wants
him. He doesn't look like other pumpkins. So the lonely Ugly Pumpkin leaves the patch in search of a place where he'll fit in. By the
time Thanksgiving arrives, he discovers the truth about who he is--but it's not what he expected!
The Happy Pumpkin Jul 31 2022 A delightful, heart-warming story about a perky pumpkin who just wants to fit in this Halloween.
Halloween is approaching and it's time for the kids to pick out their pumpkins. The pumpkins have been looking forward to this all
year, and are excited to meet their new owners. But when everyone is being chosen, there is one pumpkin who feels left out. He is the
smiliest and happiest pumpkin of them all, but of course nobody wants a happy pumpkin on the scariest, spookiest night of the year!
Will this little pumpkin find a home in time for Halloween? Adults and children will love to read aloud and follow the story of this
perky pumpkin as he hopes to find the perfect family. With adorable and colourful illustrations, The Happy Pumpkin will make a
wonderful addition to any Halloween-lover's bookshelf while teaching little ones an important life lesson about not judging others
based on what they look like.
Rocket and the Perfect Pumpkin Aug 08 2020 Kids are learning to read with Rocket! Rocket, the star of Tad Hills's New York Times
bestselling picture books, returns in a new Level 1 Step into Reading story, this time about the joy of being kind. It's a beautiful day at
the pumpkin patch! There, Rocket and Bella find the perfect pumpkin. But as the friends try to take the pumpkin home, it rolls
downhill and lands in front of Mr. Barker's doghouse. Can Rocket and Bella get their pumpkin back? With its simple words, lots of
repetition, and bright, colorful illustrations, young readers will love this Step 1 Step into Reading leveled reader about being generous,
which they can read all by themselves! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture
clues help children decode the story. Perfect for early readers of Rocket the Brave and Drop it, Rocket! and children who know the
alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Want more easy-to-read fun with Rocket? Don't miss Rocket's Very Fine Day!
Christopher Pumpkin Jan 13 2021 Meet Christopher Pumpkin - the Halloween pumpkin who doesn't want to be scary! A funny
rhyming story from the authors of Supertato and the creators of Simon Sock. Christopher Pumpkin is delighted to be magicked to life
by a witch - until he discovers she wants him and the other pumpkins to get her creepy castle ready for the spookiest party ever! Chris
just can't bring himself to hang cobwebs and cook curried slugs - he's much more into bunting and fairy cakes! A delightful story about
blazing your own trail, perfect for reading aloud! Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet's hilarious books have sold over 1 million copies!
Sally's Baking Addiction Jan 31 2020 Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking
Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert
options, including some vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's
Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous
recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark
Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet recipes for all kinds of
delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier
Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create
even more irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
Penguin and Pumpkin Mar 03 2020 When Penguin and Bootsy plan a trip in search of autumn, Penguin's little brother, Pumpkin, wants
to join in. But Pumpkin is heartbroken to find out he's too little to go, so Penguin and Bootsy bring a special surprise home to share a
little touch of Autumn with Pumpkin. An energetic and endearing story celebrating Autumn and family in many forms!
How Many Seeds in a Pumpkin? (Mr. Tiffin's Classroom Series) Mar 27 2022 Carve out family time with this Halloween read that
features the beloved Mr. Tiffin and his students and makes for a fun way to reinforce counting skills at home! This book makes a

wonderful read-aloud companion to any math or science curriculum, and it's a fun way to reinforce topics like skip counting and
estimation in a fun pumpkin-themed classroom experiment! "How many seeds are in a pumpkin?" Mr. Tiffin asks his class as they
gather around the big, medium, and small pumpkins on his desk. Robert, the biggest kid, guesses that the largest one has a million
seeds; Elinor, sounding like she knows what she's talking about, guesses the medium one has 500 seeds; and Anna, who likes even
numbers better than odd ones, guesses that the little one has 22. Charlie, the smallest boy in the class, doesn't have a guess. Counting
pumpkin seeds is messy business, but once the slimy job is done, to everyone's surprise, the smallest pumpkin has the most seeds! As
Charlie happily exclaims, "Small things have a lot going on inside of them." And don’t miss the newest addition to the Mr. Tiffin
series, The Dinosaur Expert!
The Best Sukkot Pumpkin Ever May 05 2020 It's almost Sukkot, and Micah and his family are heading to Farmer Jared's pumpkin
patch. Micah wants to find the very best pumpkin to decorate his family's sukkah, but Farmer Jared says his pumpkins can also go to a
soup kitchen, to feed people who need a good meal. What will Micah decide to do with the best Sukkot pumpkin ever?
How to Help a Pumpkin Grow Feb 11 2021 What does it take to help a pumpkin grow? Find out in this warm, rhyming tale of
gardening and unexpected friendship. Dog is planting a garden, doing all he can to help his pumpkins grow: protecting them from
snow, weeding and watering their patch, and keeping them safe from barnyard creatures who might eat the sprouts! But are Crow,
Rabbit, Duck, and Goat really out to destroy the garden? Or are they be new friends hoping to pitch in and help the pumpkins thrive?
Duck & Goose Go to the Beach: Read & Listen Edition Sep 08 2020 In this delightful follow-up to the New York Times bestselling
Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck, Goose, Duck wants to go on an adventure. Goose doesn't. He doesn't see the point. After all, why
would they go anywhere when they're happy right where they are? But then Goose sees the ocean and loves it. Who doesn't? Well,
Duck, for one! This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
Duck & Goose Find a Pumpkin Apr 27 2022 When they see their friend Thistle carrying a pumpkin, Duck and Goose each want one
but they are having no luck finding any pumpkins until Thistle steers them in the right direction.
I Love You, Little Pumpkin Apr 15 2021 "Snuggle up with your little pumpkin for a sweet Halloween treat. Features five lift-the flaps
and a peek-a-boo mirror!"--Back cover.
From Seed to Pumpkin Feb 23 2022 Pumpkins can be baked in a pie. Pumpkins can be carved into jack-o'-lanterns. Pumpkin seeds can
be roasted for a healthy snack. But how does a tiny seed turn into a big pumpkin? Read and find out what a pumpkin seed needs to help
it grow!
Penguin and Pumpkin Nov 30 2019 Geisel Honor-winning author/illustrator Salina Yoon's beloved character Penguin helps his
brother in Penguin and Pumpkin--a charming board book that's perfect for fall. Penguin's curiosity about fall sends him on a journey to
a faraway farm. But his younger brother Pumpkin is too little to come along! Can Penguin find a perfect way to bring the joys of the
season back home so Pumpkin can join the fun? Prolific author/illustrator Salina Yoon's spare text and bright, energetic illustrations
bring to life this endearing story celebrating fall and family in many forms! Don't miss these other books from Salina Yoon! The
Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone Penguin on Vacation Penguin in Love Penguin and Pumpkin Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin's
Christmas Wish The Bear series Found Stormy Night Bear's Big Day The Duck, Duck, Porcupine series Duck, Duck, Porcupine My
Kite is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My Book! And Other Stories Be a Friend
We're Going on a Pumpkin Hunt Aug 27 2019 The perfect Halloween read for trick-or-treators of all ages. Best-selling illustrator Lynn
Munsinger puts pumpkins and autumn center stage in this rollicking take on the classic song, We're Going on a Bear Hunt. A spooky
nighttime hunt for the biggest pumpkin in town results in a fright but also a great adventure. Laugh out loud at the sweet silliness and
be heartened to know you might not be the only scaredy cat...er, mouse...in the pumpkin patch. The perfect read aloud for fall and
Halloween fun. "Even without pumpkin pie, readers will hunt down this delightful Halloween offering." —Kirkus Reviews, starred
review
Duck and Goose Find a Pumpkin Oct 02 2022 Duck and Goose are looking for the perfect pumpkin. Is it in the log? Is it under the
leaves? Is it in the apple tree? Young children will love going on a pumpkin hunt with Duck and Goose.
Pick a Pumpkin Dec 12 2020 The creators of Pick a Pine Tree are back with a joyful, energetic celebration of a Halloween tradition.
Pick a pumpkin from the patch. Tall and lean or short and fat. Vivid orange, ghostly white, or speckled green, might be just right.
Pairing a wonderfully rhythmic read-aloud text with expressive retro illustrations, author Patricia Toht and illustrator Jarvis capture all
the excitement and familial feeling of a favorite holiday tradition. Readers will be happy to follow along with each step, from picking
out the perfect specimen at the pumpkin patch (be sure to stop for cider and toffee apples) to carting it home, scooping out the insides,
carving a scary face, and finally lighting a candle inside -- savoring the familiar ritual of transforming an ordinary pumpkin into a oneof-a-kind glowing jack-o'-lantern.
Watch a Pumpkin Grow Jun 17 2021 In Watch a Pumpkin Grow, early fluent readers learn how pumpkins grow. Vibrant, full-color
photos and carefully leveled text will engage young readers as they learn about how this plant is grown and harvested.
Spooky Sounds Halloween Pumpkin Fun May 29 2022 Kids will love this frightening book that plays spooky sounds and even doubles
as a Pumpkin! Here's a great follow-up to our best-selling Musical Christmas Tree. This unique search-and-find Halloween book opens
and stands and looks just like a fun pumpkin decoration! Visit Pumpkin Town and discover the silly, spooky characters who live there.
You'll be sure to have a frightfully good time as you search and find spiders, bats, witches, and ghosts. Press the button to play eerie
sounds and turn it off whenever you want--replaceable batteries are included. When you're done reading, use the Velcro tabs to join the
covers together and make the book stand up just like a real pumpkin!
Duck & Goose, Find a Pumpkin (Oversized Board Book) Nov 03 2022 Go on a pumpkin hunt with Duck & Goose in this oversized
board book! Now an animated series, available to stream on Apple TV+! New York Times bestselling author and illustrator Tad Hills
brings our favorite feathered friends out to find a big, beautiful pumpkin in this sturdy, large-sized board book. Duck & Goose look
everywhere for a pumpkin--in the apple tree, in the leaf pile, inside a hollow log.... Where will they find one? Perfect for your favorite
fall holidays, and a fun read-a-long for fans of Duck and Goose any time of year! The large size of this edition makes it an ideal book
for sharing during storytime or lap time.
Pumpkin Day! May 17 2021 Carve out family time for this Halloween Step 1 Step into Reading early reader! Read along as a boy and
his family visit a pumpkin patch to pick out perfect autumn gourds! Buoyant rhymes and joyful art evoke the excitement of the season.

Pumpkins big and pumpkins small. There are so many—I want them all! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children
who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the
story.
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